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There are
dit1net metriods wnieh are usel to study
the volume 0hanges which take plaoe vhen a protein is placed
in a solution. The first and. most common method measures the
volume changes ol the solid alone arid is commonly known aB
swelling. The second neaur tne total volume change whicki
takes place upon raixin tie two components--that is, the volurne of the solution plus the volume of the solid protein
minus the volume o the resulting system. The results of the
first Letkiod nave been thought to indioate the degree of
water aborpti.on, while the second. supposedly inaicates tno
degree of hydration.
A knowledge of the latter mignt possibly lead to a better
understatiding 0± the processes of the former, and-, consequent1y,
to a better understanding of the phenomenon oÍ swelling.
Up to tne present time, very ew measurements have been
made on the total volume changes 000uring auring the swelling
of proteins, and the results which have been publiBbed do
not substantiate eaoh other. Therefore a study ofthe volume
change8 accompanying the swel1in of gelatin in solutions of
varying hydrogen ion concentration has been made in an
attempt to correct and correlate the data already present
in the literature.
easureiuents bave been iade to c1eteriuiie tne in±1uence o pH on the contraotions accompanying tiie swelling oi
gelatin. It was iound tnat a definite minimum in contraotion occurred at the isoelectric point, the contraction increasing with increase or decrease in the fly.rogen ion concentrtiorì. Tha maxinuin and. minimum in the contraction
curve below the isoelectric point occurs at a pH corresponcLing to the minium and miiu in tie selIing curve
given by Loeb. The maximum on the basic side is shifted
toward the isoelectric point.

No second minimum occurs

at the higher pH valuas.
The contraction-time curve has the same general shape
as aì absorption-velocity curve. when the contraction per
gram of water imbibed is plotted against the time a straigit
line is obtained. The results indicate tb.at the contraction
per gram of the original gel is independent of tii amount of
gelatin used.
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diversi±'iea vieNs and inconsistent reports of the
various investigators, s well as the hetarologous nature of
the tneories proposea to explain tne results, is suÏliciently
vinicative to warrant furtner study on the volume changes of
protein s'stems.
There are tno aistinet methoas which are used to stuciy
tne volume enanges wnicn take place when a protein is placed
in a solution. Tao first ana most common metnod. measures tao
volume changes of tne soliu alone wnicn is commonly known as
swelling. Tua second. measures the total volume change Nnicn
tkos place upon mixing tao two coionorts--tnat is, tne volurne of tne solution plus tne volume of tac soliu. protein
minus the volume of trie resulting s;stem. Tne results oi tne
first method have been tnougnt to inioate trie degree of
water absorption, wLlile t:e
cond. supposealy incticates trie
u.egreo of nyciration.
The

A

knowleage of trie

latter

might possibly lead to a

better understanding of tue processes ol trie Lormur, and, con8equeritl, to a better underst-tnding of trie phenomenon of
swelling.

Up

to the present time, very few measurements nave

been made on trie

swellir.g
lished.

cto

totl

voiwne cnanges occuring auring the

proteins, ana trie results which have been pubnot substantiate each other. Tnerefore a study of

01

2

Ue volume onanges compan4ng the swelling oi gelatin in
solutions o varying ny.rogen ion conoentration naß been
macle in an atteiïipt to correct and. uorre1tte tne aats. already
present in tue literati.ire.
History

conaition oi an
organism is in sorne way closel,' rlatea to its wtar content
has long been recognizea. Tais naB led to consiuer.ble
study o svel1ing. Fischer (b-12) was among tne first to
realize tn importance oï swelling in connection with 'oiological stuay anO publisheci extensive aata on tn irìUluene 01
S;iltb, acids and bases of vrious norrilit, on tne iegree of
swelling. From the results of nis experiments ne proposeu.
th.t edema and nepîiritis .vsre caused. b unnatural degrees of
swelling brougnt about by unusual aojo. content ol. tne affected organism.
{is explanation was at once criticized (5, ]3,
21) ana from the controvers' tia3re arose a proaiious amount
of experimenting and tneorizirg on swelling.
Both swelling and tne accompanying contraction are
aepenaent upon a number of factors. Tnee are:
Temperature. An increase in teli1per!ture is usually
accompanica bz,' an increase in swelling (1,35,43,49,56,59,64)
and a decrease in tne contrction (4ä,52-57,5'7,?5). That
ttie swellir.g of gelatin is increased upon increasing tne
That the growth, metabolism,

and.

3

temperature i diamtrica11y opposite to what is required by
the principle of Le Chetalier, inasmuch as gelatin emits
considerable heat in the process of absorption.

is considerable controversy as to
Nhether or not ti thickness and shape
the pieces of
gelatin affect the swelling (36,71,72). On the basis of exThickness.

There

o±7

perimental results, Pauli (62) arid :-Ioimeister
developed equations which relate the swelling
ness of tile plates of gelatin used. Northrop
on the other hand, have conducted experimts

(22) have

to the thickand Kunitz,
in which they

varied both the tnickness and the shape of the gelatin and.
found that the resulting swelling was constant within experimental errors--the same for any given weight of gel.
pd, Acids and Bases. t'ossibly the greatest influence
on swelling is the hydrogen ion concentration (3,18,23-29,
34,38,40,41,43,45,48,64-ô?,7O,?3). It is generally accepted
tuat thC swelling value is a minimum at tne isoelectric
point, increasing on either addition of acid or base, to a

at pH's of about

the basic
eiae is never so nigh as that on the acid, side, probably due
to an increaseo. solution at the higher hydrogen ion concentratjons. After reaching the maximum value on tne acid side
the swelling decreases to a minimum n.L then increases again
as tne hyo.rogen ion concentration is increased. (16). in the
basic range the swelling rises more gradually from that at
maximum

3 and.

11.

The maximum on

4

the isoeleotric point up to a pH o± about 7 at which point
the curve ilattens into a plateau in the pd range of about
7 to ô.5 after which it rises abruptly to a maximum at a pH
of about 11, falling off continuousli with increasing pH.
There are a few investigators (63,t9,bO) who report two mmImum points--one at the isoelectric point and the other at
approximately pi-I b.
Marie and iarinesco (46) have obtained similar resuits for the influence of the hydrogen ion concentration
on the volume contraction. Neville, Thies, and i'Burg (52),
and 3vedberg (75) report tne opposite effect--that is, when
tne contraction is plotted against tue pH a maximum contraction is obtained at the isoelectric point while increa:ir
or decreasing the

iífect

pH

causes a decrease in tne contraction.

3alts and. Other Added Substances. In general the addition oÍ' neutral salts to a gel-water system
decreases tue swelling in either tne acid or basic range
and. causes an increase near tue neutral point (14,30,33,35,
4'7,48,56,5'7,'74,78,79). The swelling is approximately the
same for all ions of the same valence type (13,34); however,
there is a cnaracteristic difference observed even among tue
of

ions of the same valence type.
by Hofmeister (22) according

The

ions have been arranged

to their influence upon the

swelling. Loeb finds that if the pH of tne soautions is the
same, the swelling produced by ions of the same valence type
will be practically equal, at a re1ativeli low concentration

5

s a rule non-electrolytes have
the ion (41,44).
little Influence on the swelling o gelatin (19,33,51).
of'

vdberg (75) has found. that neutral salts, weak
acids art. alkalies, and non-electrolytes have little
eflect upon the total contraction. On the other hand, in
their work on astringent action of various substances on
hide, 1evil1e, Thies, a x'Burg (52) found that then fully
hydrated hides were placed. in salt solutions the system expanaed. In other
rds the salts used decreased the forces
causing the contraction.
Original Concentration. The greater the water content
of the gel at the time of' setting the greter will be the
swelling after the gel is dried and placed in solution (4,
71,72). A possible explanation for this is given b' D. J.
Lloyd (39), who believes tnat the water present at the time
of setting reduces the cohesive forces between the gelatin
micellae with the result that the same osmotic pressure produces a greater swelling. gVjth gels of the same concentration at tue tii.ie of setting, the greater the wat' content
after drying the leìs is the swelling inasmuch as all gelatin gels tend to swell to an euilibrium concentration of
approximately ten percent (31).
As would be expectea, the greater the water content
of the gel tne less is the total contraction (75).
Volume of Solution. A number of investigators (15,
5',59) have found that the volume of' the solution greatly

Figure 1
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influences the resulting swelling but when ash-free samples
of

gelatin are used. this effect is not obtainod (2,31,36,39,

55).

Marie

nd Marinesco (46)

observed, that only the first

traces of water produced any marked contraction.

They

state, "Under these conditions contraction, dv, reported per

gram of the dry colloid, diminished rapidly with increase in
dilution.

For example, in one series of measurements at pH

5.2, we obtained a contraction in volume p

gram of 29

cubic mm. with the addition of three cent i-grams of water;

upon increasing the dilution much more, dv tends toward a
lower limit corresponding
of colloid.

to 0.35 grams of water per gram

The solvent introduced no longer produces an

increase in contraction and acts as tho the micellae had

arrived at a sort of saturation of hydration
perimenta1 Procedure
In order to measure the total volume change which

takes place venen gelatin is introauoed. into a solution, it
is necessary to have some

fcm

of apparatus such that the

gel and solution will be at a constant temperature throughout the experiment and also such that the volume of gel and

solution can

'0e

determined just previous to the introduction

o± the gel to the solution.

These conditions were satisfied

by the use of a simple dilatometer, Figure 1, similar to
that described by Hampton (20).

E1

This consisted of a 120 cc. bottle to which was
fitted a rubber stopper carrying a capillary of approxi-

mately one square millimeter in cross-sectional area.
The rubber stopper and capillary were held in place by

means of two metal strips bored with holes to fit the

bolts which were used to clamp them in place as

indi-

cated.

Lercur

was first used. as the submersion fluid,

and the gel waS held under the mercury by means of small

wax discs attached to the stopper by means of a glass rod.
This WaS found to be unsatisfactory inasmuch as the air ab-

sorbed in the gel is slowly displaced by the mercury and,
due to the

hin

surface tension of tne mercury, cannot es-

cape to tne surface but is

trapped, along with the gel,

under the disc and, upon releasing the gel, rises to the
surface increasing in volume as

corresponding rise

o

it

rises and causing a

tne liquid level in the capillary.

A constant error from this source could not be relied upon.
It was thought best to use a liquid of a lower

surface ten-

sion and encase tne gelatin in some relatively open container, thus eliminating any possibility oï encasing the air.

This was accomplished b

placing the gel in small copper

gauze containers ana suspending them in corbon tetrachlorid.e
by means of #35 copper wire threaded thru the capillary.

After equilibrium was reached tne level of the liquid in the

capillary was noted.

Tne container WaS drawn up into the

aqueous phase and the difference

in the length of the wire

extending from the capillary was noted.

From

these read-

ings the contraction is calculated.

at 100 0. astman Kodak purifiod. gelatin was used in nearly all of the experiments.
or the determinations of the effect 01 time and weight of
gelatin on the contraction, the gelatin waS set in eight
inch test tubes, removed from these, sliced into uniform
pieces, and. dried. This was dono to obtain pieces of
nearly the same cross-sectional area and thickness in order
to obviate any differences in contraction which might arise
from that source.
on
weight of gelatin, md.
The effeot
the contraction of gelatin was determined. The solutions
of acid and base were made up from standard solutions of
HOi and NcOH and the pH was determined, electrometrically,
before and after swelling.
All readings were

made

Experimental Results

contraction per gram of the original gelatin
occuring .rhen gelatin is allowed to remain In water for
var3ling intervals of time is given in Table i and. plotted,
in Figure 2. Inasmuch as the curve becomes nearly horizonhours the acid and.
tal after a time interval of about
basic determinations were made in this time interval. Because of the similarity between this curve and an. adsorptionThe
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velocity curve, the log of the contraction per gram of the
original colloid is plotted against the log of the time
The
ana. the resulting curve is a straight line, Figure 3.
contraction per gram of water imbibed. is plotted in Figure
2 and results in a straight horizontal line.
Table
The

Time

effect of time

on the

Volume

of water used. --

Veight

o±

(hrs.)

0.5
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0

gelatin

used.

contraction.

90 cc

-- approximately 0.5g

Contraction
mm per g of
original gel.
cubic

12.06

lb.37

17.04
20.5?
19.22
22.30
23.64
24.3?
23.63
23.'ìb
25.25
25.95

6.0
7.5
11.0
12.0
22.5
23.0
24.0

i

Contraction

cubic mm. per g
of water imbibed
6.81
5.86
4.96
6.29
6.28
'7.74

5.49
5.46
7.82
9.38
4.61
4.48

contractions occuring 'then variing amounts of
gelatin were brought into contact witn the same volume of
solution are given in Table 2 and are plotted in Fibure 4.
vVith the small amounts of gelatin the contraction was small
and conseciuently the errors in reading the aifferences in
height of the liquid in the capillary were relatively large.
The
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Table

2

The ef±'ect of the weight of gelatin on contraction.
The volume of water used. -- 90cc

Grams
gel.
.0564
.07o8
.0784
.0856
.0925
.1487
.1b14
.165'7

.2568
.3485
.3054
.5042
.5074

Contraction

Contraction

cubic mm. per g.
of original gel

cubic mm. per g.
water imbibed
3.677
9.bS
2.85
3.34
2.09
5.01
5.47
5.20
4.31
8.21
9.76
9.17
9.59

20.57
48.59
15.06
19.26
11.32
26.26
2o.89
2o.21
21.8b
27.64
26.02
24.10
23.43

Grams water
imbibed per
g. original gel
5.594
5.03
5.28
5.78
5.40
5.24
4.92
5.04
5.32
3.36
2.94
2.63
2.44

The variations of the contraction with the pH are

given in Table 3 and plotted in Pigure 5.

The values

given for tne contr;.ction per gram of the water absorbed.
and-

for the grams of water absorbed per gram of the

original gelatin are questionable for, in the pH range

where maximum swelling occurs

arid

at trie higher pH values

where solution effect was large, small amounts of gelatin
were lost in handling.

14

Table 3
The influence of the pH ou the contraction.

Grams Initial Final
gel
pH
pH

Contraction
eu. mm per g
original gel

Contraction
Cu. mm per g
water imbibed

g water

imbibed
per g of

original
gel
.5184
.5034
.5018
.5015
.5119
.5224
.5142
.5lol
.5109
.SObl
.5188
.5107
.5150
.5330
.5165
.5073
.5034
.5175
.5213
.5179
.5009
.5268
.5192

.03

1.265
1.94
2.72
2.72
2.97
3.56
3.5b
6.23
6.23
6.73
6.73
9.42
9.74
9.66
11.02
11.5?
12.13
12.38
12.38
13.05
13.05

13.05

.03

1.39
2.2
2.82
2.91
3.45
3.70
3.75
4.Oo
5.98
6.23
o.66
8.15
8.47
8.95
10.32
10.93
11.55
12.27
12.27
13.00
13.00
13.00

23.61
22.53
18.50
29.19
50.86
35.13
20.30
21.50
14.36
20.90
21.73
27.14
26.49
20.95
27.83
17.81
20.40
7.87
4.28

3.162
1.76
.9034

4.25
'7.34

6.55
7.28
1.60
2.70
4.49
4.18
5.20
4.95
3.85
5.24
2.14
1.53
o.21
.25

-.55

7.05
-.04

1.4'?

.12

-.03

-.001

.46

'1.491

12.79
20.47
6.87
6.21
5.36
4.lo
13.43
5.32
4.66
6.05
5.22
5.35
5.44
5.32
8.33
13.33
12.66
17.45
15.20
13.55
12.76
19.55

Discussion of Results
Pauli

(6].)

has ascribed, the hydration of hydrophil-

lic collolas to the fo1:3.tion of a compressed water sheath

about the colloidal micelle.

Irregardless of wheth' the

water is held about the micelle by gravitational (6)
electrostatic (60)

or

forces, there will be a resulting in-

crease in the density of the water in the immediate

Figure
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neighborhooô. of the micelle.

in the total volume

o

tile

Tois wil]. result in a decrease

stem.

cceptiug this viewpoint

the more highly hydrated the system becomes the greater will
be the contraction.

Neville, Thies,

anLl

K'Burg (52) found that maximum

hydration occurred at the isoelectric point and decreased
with th3 addition of either acid or base, Figure 6.

They

gave no explanation for the decrease in hydration at the

higher and lower pH's but stated that it WaS probably due
to a decrese in the compression of the water sheath about

the micelle.

An examiration of their curves reveals that

they have entirely ignored any determination of contraction
between the pH values of approximately 4

and.

6.

Although

the article consists mainly of a discussion of the proper-

ties of gelatin at its isoelectric point, all points lie

decidedly
Figure

5

to

either bide

of'

pH 4.'?.

Ari

examination of

reveals that maximum contraction on the acid side

occurs uear a

pH

value of Z.?, corresponding to the

first

point given on their curves below the isoelectric point,

and that the contraction is well on its way to the maximum,

on th. basic side, at a pH of about 5.6, corresponding to
the first point given on their curves above the i3oelectric

point.

Plotting the values obtained from Figire

sporxling to the points indicated by ileville,

K'Burg, a curve %thich resembles theirs
p?.

is

Thies,

correand.

obtained, Figure

17

Svedberg (75) obtained similar results, working at

temperature above the setting point of the gelatin, Fig-

a

uro 8.

s

reason for the decrease in hydration with the

ad.dition of acid,

baso he states:

and.

"If the density in-

crease is due to the formation of a shell of highly

corn-

pressed water around the gelatin particle, we should

ex-

pect the density to vary with the amount of acid in solu-

tion since tnere is a contest set up between the gelatin
particles and the acid for possession of the water."

Contrary to Svedbergs interpretation, Figure
a

minimum at the isoelectric point, and an increase in acid
base concentration prouces an Increase

and.

traction up to a maximum.

ir.

the con-

The curve has the characteris-

tic shape of the swelling curve given by Loeb (4g)

imum on the
Saine

acid.

pH value on both the contraction

of about 2.1.

.

A max-

siue of the isoelectric point falls at the

curves, pH of about 3.4.
pT-I

shows

5

and.

the swelling

Both curves show

a

minimum at a

On the basic side the maxima ao not oc-

cur at the same point, the maximum in the contraction

curve occuring at a

pET

value somewhat nearer the isoelec-

trio point tnan that for the swelling curvo.

This is

probably due to the increased hydrolysis of the gel at
the higher pH values.

Then gelatin is placed ir acic or basic solutions
of varying concentration, two tnings occur,

Kuntzel (32).

These two things are:

according to

an increase in the

Figure

Ou. mm.
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Swelling due to solution

3welling

k7

-

-

H'

-/

pH

\

I4]

charge at the surface

the gelatin

o

miee1e, and an in-

crease in the solubility of the gelatin.

Consider, ffrt, the effect
on the swelling.

I

o1

these two phenomena

the increased swelling in acid

and.

basic solution were due entirely to the ±irst phenomenon,
both curves wouli be simmetrical to the axes drawn through
the points of maximum swelling which woulo- also represent

maximum charge.

However, tnis

is

not what is obtained., the

curves being skewed away from the iso3lectric point. Kuntzel
regards the skewness as being caused by the second. phenome-

non--tht

is, a decrease in the

gelatin particles or
gelatin.

ari

cohesive forces between the

increase in the solubility of the

This is summed up in Figu.re 9.

The dotted curve

A A' represents the swelling due to increased charge, or

acid

and.

base absorption.

The dotted curve B B' represents

the swelling due to the decrease in the cohesive forces be-

tween the micellae.
of the other curves

The unbroken curve re'esents the sum
and.

approximates the swelling curve.

The influence of the pH on the contraction may be

explained in a similar manner if, in addition to the other
two, a third. factor, pore size, is included.

composed of mlcellae

Gelatin is

na the interstices will form a large

number of small pores.

As the charge and solubility increase

the micellae will be forced further

and.

further apart and

trie

pore size will increase up to a maximum ana then decrease due

Figure
'AB'
F1AB
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to tne

eereS

in the charge with subsequent decrease

The compressive force

hydration.

thie

in

surfce tension

to

will vary according to the equation P=2«/r, where P is the

pressure exerted by the surface tenslonawhen the radius
of

the pore is r.

swelling

and.

In Figure 10 the relation between the

contraction curves is represented.

point A, both the swelling

the

At

the contraction are at a

and.

Vith the athiition o± acid, the charge on the

minimum.

micellae is increased

and.

consequently hydration is

greater; but at the same time swelling takes place

The increased pore

the gel micellae are forced apart.
size, caused. by swelling,
terna]. pressure o

and.

produces a d.ecrease in tne in-

the aqueous phase,

and.

therefore the

density increase, due to hyd.ration, is partiallì componsated by the decrease in the compressive force
surface tension.

Near tne points E

',

0±'

the

the charge and

At tnese points the pores

ydration are at a nXihiuin.
have attainea a maxiL.m size,

and.

tor this reason the

contraction curve is considerably lower tnan the swelling
curve.

As the concentration of acid is increased, the

charge on the micellae is gradually neutralized and hy-

aration decreases.

At the

saine

time swelling decreases,

the pore size becomes smaller, and consequently the in-

ternal pressure of the aqueous phase increases, partially offsetting the decrease in volume due to tne decreased

hydration.

The swelling curve again approaches the con-
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traction curve.

.t

tne point, F, a minimum charge

and.

hydration are obtained, and a minimum is observed, in the
contriction curve.

This minimum is not as low as the min-

imum obtained at the isoelectric point inasmuch as the

charge at this pH is not zero.
acid-,

Upon further adu.ition of

the charge again increases with an accompanying in-

crease in hydration.

dowever, at the nigher acid. concen-

tration, the increase in contraction is not as great because

tue increasing influence of solution and hydroly-

o

sis.

sie

The same reasoning can be applieó. to the basic
0± the curve.
d.ratiori,

B

arid.

B'

represent maximum onarge

anci

hy-

but at the higher pH's tue influence of solution

and hydrolysis is greater than on the acid- side.

This

causes the contrction to aiminish mucn more rapidly than
the swelling.

Marie and Marinesco (46) obtained- a contraction
curve, Figure 11, similar to Figure 5 but

their measurements above

contraction.

and.

d-id.

not continue

below the points of maximum

24

Summary

Measurenent8 have been made to aeterrnine the influonce of pH on tne contractions accompanying the swelling of

gelatin.

vas ±ound that a

It

definite minimum in contrae-

tion occurred at the isoelectric point, the contraction in-

creasing witn increase or d.ecrease in the hydrogen ion concentration.

The maximum

arid.

minimum in tue contraction

curve below the isoelectric point occurs at a pH corree

sponding to the maximum and minimum in tne sNelling curve

given by Loeb.

On the basic side of the isoelectric point

the maximum is d.isplaced toward the isoelectric point--

probably due to the hydrolysis at the higher pH values.
No second minimum occurs at tne higher pH's--at least not
In the pH range studied--but the curve descends until at
a pI of about 13 there is no

contraction.

Leasurernents were also made to determine the

cori-

tractions occuring at diferent intervals o± time and to
determine the influence oi varying the amount of gelatin
placed in tne same voiLme o1 solution.

The contraction-

time curve has the same general shape as an absorption-

velocity curve.

7hen the contraction per gram o± water im-

bibed is plottea against the time a straight line is obtained.

The results inaicate tnat the contraction per gram of

the original gel is inaepenaent 0± tue amount of gel used.
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